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Abstract—Actuation means for soft robotic structures are manifold: despite actuation mechanisms such as tendon-driven manipulators or shape memory alloys, the majority of soft robotic actuators are fluidically actuated - either purely by positive or negative air pressure or by hydraulic actuation only. This paper presents the novel idea of employing hybrid fluidic - hydraulic and pneumatic - actuation for soft robotic systems. The concept and design of the hybrid actuation system as well as the fabrication of the soft actuator are presented: Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) foam is embedded inside a casted, reinforced silicone chamber. A hydraulic and pneumatic robotic syringe pump are connected to the base and top of the soft actuator. We found that a higher percentage of hydraulics resulted in higher stiffness values when additional functional stiffening material is introduced into the actuation chamber [35].

Changing between Hydraulic:Pneumatic (HP) ratios shows how stiffness properties of a soft actuator can be varied.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, articulated robots with rigid bodies and discrete joints have been used in industry for various manipulation, automation and motion tasks. These rigid machines are highly controllable and able to perform fast, repetitive and precise operations [1]. However, robotic systems with soft structures and actuators have been recently developed to promote safe and flexible interaction with their natural environments and with humans [2]–[4].

In some cases, soft robots with compliant bodies have been inspired by biological systems [5] which can provide robustness and adaptiveness inherently to environmental uncertainties and variations [6], [7]. These systems can deform and absorb energy arising from physical interactions and distribute applied forces. Researchers have designed and fabricated soft robots in a wide variety of shapes with infinite degrees of freedom, which can adapt to their surroundings using high-curvature bending and twisting capabilities [8], [9]. Due to their characteristics, these soft robots were applied, e.g. in the fields of abdominal minimally invasive surgery [10], [12]–[15], [30], cardiovascular interventions [16], [17] and collaborative industrial operations [18]–[20], [27].

In order to bridge the gap between soft and rigid robots, several solutions of how to change the stiffness of soft robotic structures have been investigated in recent years [22]. Some leverage opposing actuation principles to achieve stiffness, such as [23]–[28], whilst others explore mechanisms that vary the stiffness of an entire volume of material. In [29], [30] for instance, granular jamming is integrated into an additional chamber in a silicone-based, pneumatically actuated soft manipulator. Stiffness variation can then be achieved by applying a vacuum to freeze the robots configuration in the desired position. Instead of granules, some designs utilise layer jamming methods instead, such as the concept proposed in [31] where multiple overlapping layers of thin Mylar film are used to vary stiffness in a hollow, snake-like manipulator. Application of a vacuum increases the friction between the layers to generate a change in stiffness. A Variable-Stiffness-Actuator mechanism is reported in [32] that uses the heating and cooling of a wax-coated, open-cell foam to adjust the stiffness, strength, and volume of the structures. This method introduces time delays to the changes between soft and stiff states due to the delayed response of the material to the heating and cooling processes. Alternative materials, like Low Melting Point Alloys (LMPAs), are being explored to achieve similar effects, such as in [33], [34]. Embedding LMPA into actuation chambers to stiffen the soft robot at the same time opens opportunities in miniaturisation and higher stiffness values when additional functional stiffening material is introduced into the actuation chamber [35].
Despite actuation mechanisms such as tendon-driven manipulators or shape memory alloys for instance [7], many of these soft robotic actuators including their stiffening mechanisms are fluidically actuated - either purely by positive [15] or negative air actuation [36] or by hydraulic actuation [37]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no soft robotic actuation mechanism available that leverages the advantages of both pneumatic (i.e. its compressibility and, hence, compliance) and hydraulic (i.e. the incompressibility and its ability to exert higher forces) actuation means. 

In this paper, we deliver a system that uses simultaneous hydraulic and pneumatic actuation for soft robotic manipulators as shown in Figure 1. Our system consists of two robotic syringe pumps connected to a soft, silicone-based actuator with encapsulated Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) foam. (Note: Our actuator has embedded thin, flexible PLA plates at the top and bottom of the manipulator to reduce ballooning effects. As the majority of materials and the overall behaviour of the robot are compliant, we consider our system to be classified as a soft robotic system.) We present experimental results comparing hydraulic with pneumatic actuation, various ratios of a combination of Hydraulic:Pneumatic (HP) actuation and when shifting from one to another means.

The overall motive for developing this hybrid fluidic actuation system for foam-based soft actuators is its specific application in transport engineering: Over the next few years, drivers will be provided with increasingly sophisticated autonomy features [38]. Each level of autonomy requires a different type/level of the drivers cognitive/physical intervention [39]. During autonomy level transitions, the vehicle may require an engaged driver to monitor the system and assume control under conditions when the car cannot drive itself [40]. We envisage arrays of foam-based, soft, stiffness-controllable robots (through changing between hydraulic and pneumatic actuation) to be integrated into driver seats transforming the seat into an ecological, intuitive haptic interface between the driver and a highly-automated vehicle. The soft robotic system based on our presented approach will be serving the feedback purpose through direct contact with the human during any level of autonomy.

Section II gives an overview of our concept. In Section III, the design, fabrication of the soft actuator and integration of the robotic syringe pumps are described. The experimental protocol, results and a discussion are presented in Section IV. Section V lists the achievements of this paper and identifies future directions of our proposed hybrid actuation principle.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Our proposed concept as shown in Figure 1 is made of two syringe pumps supplying pneumatic air and hydraulic water pressure respectively. Pressure transducers that are embedded in each of the fluidic actuation cycles monitor the pressure. Hoses connect the syringe pumps to a soft, silicone-based manipulator. Due to the density characteristics of air and water, the hose from the pneumatic actuation syringe is connected to the manipulator’s tip whereas the tube from the hydraulic pump is integrated into the base.

The hybrid actuation system is used to drive a soft, silicone-based manipulator which elongates when pressurised. The actuator is fabricated from Ecoflex 00-30 silicone and reinforced with a two-way stretchable fabric woven from 100% nylon to restrict the outward expansion of the actuator but allow elongation only. The internal chamber is filled with PVA foam, which has a high absorption and water-retention ability and is able to be used under extensive force in both wet and dry conditions.

III. DESIGN, FABRICATION AND INTERFACING OF THE HYBRID ACTUATED SYSTEM

A. Manufacturing the silicone- and foam-based soft robot

Figure 2 shows the design of the soft actuator, composed of several layers of silicone [Ecoflex 00-30], rectified with a two-way stretch textile which reduces the radial balloon phenomenon resulting in one-directional elongation only. Polylactic (PLA) rigid plates are used to reduce the bulge effect on the upper and lower surfaces of the actuator during operation. The internal volume of the soft robot is filled in with pre-compressed superabsorbent PVA foam. An inlet at the top provides the soft actuator with air pressure whereas the inlet at the bottom supplies water pressure.

Each of the silicone parts were produced using PLA moulds. The first layer of the main body was composed of a cylindrical 53 mm wide hollowed silicone chamber [Ecoflex 00-30] with an inner diameter and height of 50 mm. The outer wall of the chamber was lined with a two-way stretch textile, allowing the actuator to extend length-ways but limiting the outward expansion of the silicone during operation. A PLA round plate [46 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness] was placed on top of the inner silicone chamber to reduce the ballooning effect on the upper surface. Non-stretch textile was layered
on top of the rigid plate and stitched with the second layer mesh fabric to secure the second layer. A second hollow cylindrical silicone chamber was then moulded with an inner diameter of 58 mm and height of 64 mm. A 3 mm inner diameter, 5 mm outer diameter silicone pipe was inserted into the wall of the second silicone layer at the upper edge secured with silicone glue for pneumatic actuation.

The base of the actuator was constructed from two layers of silicone plates [55 mm diameter, 6 mm thickness] and fortified with a rigid round plate [45 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness] between the two silicone layers. Each of the base layer components were fabricated with a hole in the centre which was reserved for the placement of the hydraulic pipe. Pre-compressed PVA foam was then placed within the actuator, such that it can expand and evenly fill the silicone chamber as the actuator elongates. A second silicone pipe (same dimensions as the pneumatic pipe, but with additional holes drilled into the top of the pipe) was inserted through the base and 20 mm into the PVA foam. Finally, the silicone chamber and hydraulic silicone pipe were sealed together using silicone glue.

B. Robotic interface of the hybrid actuation system

The overall control system of the soft actuator is shown in Figure 3. The pneumatic and hydraulic pressure systems of the actuator are separately controlled using two 200 ml syringes [SYR200 ML-LL, Romed Medical, inner barrel diameter: 46 mm] which accounted for the 114 ml volume of the soft actuator structure as well as any additional expansion that occurred as a result of using silicone. The end of each syringes are connected to the pneumatic and hydraulic silicone pipes using male luer style hose barb adapters and three-way stopcocks with luer connections. Hence, it is possible to allow either pneumatic or hydraulic actuation only by closing one three-way stopcock or hybrid actuation by opening both three-way stopcocks at the same time. The plungers of both syringes are independently driven by stepper motors [LS4118S1404-T6X2-150, NANOTEC]. These motors incorporated a 150 mm screw, enabling both forwards and backwards linear motion with a driving force of up to 250 N which are sufficient for controlling the motion of the syringes. Each syringe plunger is affixed to the screw of the stepper motors using motor nuts [LSNUT-T6X2-F, NANOTEC] eliminating any rotary or screw movement. One full 360° motor rotation, which requires 200 steps, results in a linear translation of the plunger by 2 mm. Hence, 1 step is equivalent to a volume displacement of 0.0166 ml.

Pressure sensors monitor the effects of the hydraulic and pneumatic systems of the soft actuator. In the hydraulic system, absolute pressure is measured with the Omega PXM319, which can read values between 0 – 3.5 bar with an output voltage range of 0 – 10 VDC. The accuracy is 0.25% when the supply voltage is 15 – 30 VDC. Gauge pressure is measured using the Siemens 7MF1565-3BE00-1AA1 which can read values within a range of 0 – 4 bar and produces an output current ranging from 4 – 20 mA when the power supply is between 7 – 33 VDC.

Each of the main components are fixed onto a base structure constructed from several 3D printed components. Individual base and upper parts were designed to encase and secure each of the motors, pressure transducers and barrels of the syringes. Additionally, a foundation was printed for the soft actuator, allowing enough room for the pneumatic pipe to not be compressed. This ensured that the overall stability of the structure would not be affected when external forces are applied or when the actuator is being operated.

Both stepper motors are operated with a separate dual H-bridge [L298N]. An LCD displays the pressure values of each system. An Arduino Mega 2560 is used as the microcontroller to control each H-bridge via the PWM output pins, receive data from the pressure transducers via the analog pins and display the pressure values via the digital and serial communication pins. 24 VDC is supplied to the motors and pressure transducers, and is reduced to 5 VDC using two 250 Ω resistors in order to supply the Arduino and LCD.

IV. Experimental Evaluations

A. Experimental Procedure

To identify the characteristics of the hybrid actuator system, three different experiments were carried out, assessing the performance of the system using various Hydraulic:Pneumatic (HP) ratios. Each of the tests can be categorised into the following three sets, where the blocked force and free-inflation displacement were measured independently.

1) Experiment 1 - 100:0 and 0:100 HP ratios: The displacement and force of the actuator were measured as it was fully controlled by either the pneumatic (with the three-way stopcock on the hydraulic circuit being closed) or the hydraulic (with the three-way stopcock on the pneumatic circuit being closed) system. The motor speed for each syringe was set at 60 rev min⁻¹. In each case, the manipulator was initially completely deflated. For the free-inflation
displacement test, the actuator was then inflated until the tip of the actuator reached a 12mm displacement. For the blocked force test, a sensor monitored the longitudinal forces of the tip that the manipulator exerted when actuated by the same number of motor steps as during the displacement test. The actuator was then fully deflated at the same rate to the default position. The displacement and force was recorded with respect to the motor steps and pressure of each system.

2) Experiment 2 - 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25 HP ratios: The displacement and force exerted by the actuator were measured, using a fixed hybrid ratio of hydraulics and pneumatics set at 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25 HP ratios. With both three-way stopcocks being open, the pneumatics and hydraulics were simultaneously injected (by keeping the ratio of the number of steps constant) into and extracted from the actuator at set rates to maintain fixed ratios for the internal pressure of each system. The actuator was inflated recording the free-inflation displacement. For the blocked force test, the exerted forces alongside the pressure of the hydraulic and pneumatic systems was analysed as in Experiment 1.

3) Experiment 3 - 40:60 and 60:40 HP ratio swaps: With both three-way stopcocks being open, the actuator was elongated with a fixed HP ratio of either 40:60 or 60:40. Once the actuator had reached the target point, the ratios were then reversed to observe the change in stiffness and displacement. The force and displacement displacement change were recorded as described for Experiment 1. Also, the pressures of the hydraulic and pneumatic system were observed when the proportions were swapped.

B. Experimental Setup

For the displacement tests, the actuator was placed in an upright position with an NDI AURORA Planar Field Generator directly above. The AURORA 6 Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) position and orientation sensor was attached to the top face of the actuator and connected to a System Control Unit (SCU) via the Sensor Interface Unit (SIU). The SCU tracked the displacement of the sensor within the generated electromagnetic field, and was integrated into a MATLAB interface.

For the force tests, the base structure of the actuator was fixed to a THORLAB aluminium board (see Figure 4). A 6 DoF force/torque (F/T) sensor [IIT-FT17] was placed faced down above the actuator in its default deflated state, touching the top face without exerting any force. Force measurements were then taken to analyse the exerted forces of the manipulator during different type of actuation means for all experiments.
C. Experimental results

Displacement and force measurements versus motor steps for Experiment 1 are plotted in Figure 5 showing the mean values and standard deviations of five repetitions. Blue and green lines represent the hydraulic and pneumatic actuation systems. Both tests resulted in approximately linear relationships, where the displacement tests in Figure 5 (a) showed a higher values for the hysteresis: 10% for the hydraulic system and 7.4% for the pneumatic system compared to negligible hysteresis for each of the force curves in Figure 5 (b). In both tests, the pneumatic system required a higher number of steps to achieve the same output as the hydraulic system. For instance, in order to produce a displacement of 12mm, the pneumatic system required 5200 steps (producing a pneumatic pressure of 1.29 bar), compared to the hydraulic system which only required 2200 steps, (producing a hydraulic pressure of 1.12 bar). Similarly, for the force tests, the pneumatic system required 5000 steps (1.28 bar), in order to achieve an output force of 19N compared to the hydraulic system which only required 1800 steps (1.32 bar).

The results for the mixed HP ratio displacement tests are divided into two graphs - each displaying the respective number of steps that each of the systems ran to maintain the assigned HP ratios. The hydraulic results are shown in Figure 6 (a) and the pneumatic ones in Figure 6 (b). The mean and standard deviations are plotted, where the colours show the results from the displacement and the force experiments corresponding to the same ratio pair, producing the same output displacements. Yellow represents 25:75, red 50:50 and blue 75:25 HP ratio. Overall, each of the HP ratios produce approximately linear outputs with small hysteresis - for the hydraulic system, each of these values are 7.1%, 3.5% and 5.4% for the 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25 ratios. Similarly, for the force tests, each of these values are 5.9%, 2.5% and 4.2% for the 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25 ratios.
75:25 HP ratios respectively; for the pneumatic system, these hysteresis values are 7.7%, 2.8% and 5.5%. The total displacement of the actuator does not have much variance as the ratios changed. When the total number of motor steps was 4000 (corresponding to an internal pressure of 2.24 bar), the displacements are 11.42 mm (50:50 HP ratio), 10.89 mm (75:25 HP ratio) and 10.59 mm (25:75 HP ratio).

The force measurements versus the total motor steps of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 7 (a) for hydraulic actuation and in Figure 7 (b) for pneumatic actuation. A 25:75 or 75:25 HP ratio results in a approximately linear output with a negligible hysteresis for the hydraulic and pneumatic system. The 50:50 HP ratio, however, results in a non-linear curve with a 17% hysteresis. The force values have a wider range of results for this test compared to the displacement test and increased as a higher percentage of hydraulics is used - when the total number of motor steps was 4400 (producing an internal pressure of 2.34 bar), the forces were 19.84 N (25:75 HP ratio), 22.42 N (50:50 HP ratio) and 23.14 N (75:25 HP ratio).

The graphs for Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 8, where the 40:60 and 60:40 HP ratio swaps are shown in Figure 8 (a), and the force graphs for the same HP ratio swaps are shown in Figure 8 (b). Here, the motor steps from each drive is represented along the x-axes. In both graphs, the turquoise line represents the ratio swap starting with 60:40 HP, and the purple line represents the swap starting with the 40:60 HP ratio. In Figure 8 (a), the displacement curves produce approximately linear loading outputs, matching the displacement property trends observed in Experiment 2. When the ratio was reversed when the total number of motor steps was 2600 (2.18 bar), the observed displacement change was small and increased by 0.46 mm in both cases. The force graphs in Figure 8 (b) also produce almost linear outputs, however decrease after the ratios are reversed. When the ratios are swapped at 3000 steps (2.23 bar), the output forces dropped by 0.48 N for the HP ratio starting at 60:40 and 0.29 N for the HP ratio starting at 40:60.

D. Discussion

The graphs from Experiment 1 in Figures 5 show that each of the pneumatic and hydraulic system produces approximately linear results when independently controlling the actuator, whereby the pneumatic system requires a larger number of steps to achieve the same result as the hydraulic system in both displacement and force. This can be accredited to the fact that air used to control the pneumatic system is more compressible than water in the hydraulic system (as air obeys the ideal gas law). This suggests that the hydraulic system is more appropriate for changing an applied force and overall displacement at a faster rate, however the pneumatic system is more suitable for achieving precision when controlling displacement or force.

Hybrid systems in Experiment 2 result in little variation in the total displacement when different HP ratios are used. This is also reflected in the hysteresis of the curves for the displacement graph as each HP ratio produce negligible values. However, force measurements for each of these HP ratios result in a slight increase as the percentage of hydraulics increase - this matches the results obtained from the force tests of Experiment 1. In addition, it is also observed that the HP ratios with a similar ratio of hydraulics to pneumatics resulted in a larger hysteresis, indicating that a larger difference between the two ratios results in a more consistent force output when comparing the loading and unloading cycles. This behaviour might be caused by the fact that the system was not reset between each experimental iteration.

In displacement tests of Experiment 3, the actuator’s elongation slightly increases after the ratios are swapped for each case, however not by a significant amount. Similarly results are observed for force tests: the exerted force by the actuator decreases slightly in each case after the ratios are reversed - but not considerably. Both of these properties imply that when a scenario requires the actuator
to maintain a certain displacement but vary in stiffness, this can be achieved by simultaneously reducing the hydraulic percentage and increasing the hydraulic percentage within the actuator.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel hybrid actuation system for soft robotic actuators. Our system is able to seamlessly change the volume of hydraulics and pneumatics within the actuation chamber and, hence, vary the manipulator’s stiffness and length. We discussed the design of the entire system: the construction of the soft robotic actuator, using multi-layer cast silicone chambers reinforced with two-way stretchable nylon, and the use of Polyvinyl Alcohol foam within the hydraulic chamber to evenly distribute the pressure within the actuator as well as two syringes linked to stepper motors to control the amount of hydraulics or pneumatics injected in the actuator.

Force and displacement tests were carried out on the actuator at various Hydraulic:Pneumatic (HP) ratios. Experimental results showed that a higher percentage of hydraulics resulted in a higher output force in both mixed HP ratios and also 100% hydraulic tests. In the free-inflation displacement tests, it was shown that the actuator was able to change displacements at a higher rate when fully controlled by the hydraulic system, however there was not a great variance when tested with mixed HP ratios. During the HP ratio swap tests, results only changed marginally after the ratios were reversed - for both starting HP ratios, the displacement increased and the force decreased. This suggests useful applications such as when the actuator may be required to increase in stiffness while maintaining a certain displacement and force. By using a variety of both mixed and 100% HP ratios, we can effectively change the properties of the actuator by combining the optimal characteristics from each of the hydraulic and pneumatic systems.

For future developments, we will fabricate a number of soft actuators with different embedded foam types. Studies to understand the effect on the overall displacements and force values when hydraulically and pneumatically actuated will be conducted. Stiffness variation can be modelled depending on the fabrication material combined with the ratio of hydraulic and pneumatic actuation ratio.
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